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The conjecture that all chromatic polynomials have strong logarithmic 
concavity would, if true, establish R. C. Read’s conjecture on their coefficients. 
It is shown that the first but not the second property is preserved under multi- 
plication of these polynomials, and so may be the more tractible. 
1. CHROMATIC POLYNOMIALS AND LOGARITHMIC CONCAVITY 
Let G be a graph with n points, k lines, and m components. The chro- 
matic polynomial of G may be written as a polynomial with alternating 
coefficients 
M,(x) = c,xTL - C,-lXn-l + ... + (- l),,-, c,P, (1) 
where the ci are positive integers, c, = 1, and c,-~ = k. (See [4]. The ci 
are nonzero by [5, paragraph 71.) This paper is intended as a contribution 
towards the proof or disproof of the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE (R.C.Read). The coeficients ci first increase, then 
decrease. Two successive ones may be equal, but there is never one coeficient 
flanked by larger coeficients. 
Formally, we may express this by the following property: The sequence 
a 0, a, ,..., a.,, (or polynomials C a,xi, C a,(-x>i) is strongly unimodal (SU) 
if there are integers a, b with 0 <a<b<N,b=aora+l,suchthat 
aj is strictly increasing for 0 < i < a, constant for a < i < b, and 
strictly decreasing for b < i < N. Now, since the property of being a 
chromatic polynomial is preserved under multiplication (that is, the 
product of two such is a third), it would be helpful if the same were true of 
the SU property. Unfortunately this is not so, for instance 
(lox2 + 11x + 30)(4x2 + 5x + IO) = ... + 275x2 + 260x + 300. 
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Therefore we seek some property, stronger than SU, which is preserved 
under multiplication. One result useful for proving SU (cf. [3]) is Newton’s 
inequality. If all the roots of the polynomial xf aixi are real, then 
aw>N--i+l i+1 
2 1 .-. N-i i ai-lai+l 
(1 < i < N - 1). 
These inequalities imply the property of strong logarithmic concavity 
(SLC): 
ai2 > ai-lai+, (I < i < N - I), (2) 
which in turn implies SU, provided the ai are positive (if the inequalities 
are not strict, the property is called simply logarithmic concavity (LC)). A 
simple and useful application is SLC of the binomial coefficients in the 
expansion of (1 + x)“. However, although the property of real roots is 
preserved under multiplication of polynomials, it is too strong, for not all 
chromatic polynomials have real roots. We show that, under conditions 
suitable for our purpose, property SLC is preserved under multiplication. 
THEOREM 1. Zf the polynomials f(x) and g(x) with positive coejkients 
have SLC(LC), then so does their product. 
COROLLARY 1. Theorem 1 also holds for polynomials with alternating 
coeficients. 
Theorem 1 is best possible in the following sense. First, Corollary 1 
follows because the assertions ui2 > ai-lai+, and (C aixi)(C b,xi) = 
C ckxk are equivalent to the same assertions with ai , bj , cle replaced by 
(-l)i ai, (-l)j bj , (-1)” clc, and similarly for the LC case. But it is 
false in general for polynomials with some negative coefficients, for 
example (x2 + 2x + 3)(x2 - 2x + 2) = x4 + 0.x3 + x2 + ... . Further, 
if a sequence of nonnegative terms has SLC the only possible zero terms 
are the first and the last, and although the weaker LC allows sequences of 
two or more zeros between nonzero terms, these may cause the theorem to 
fail. Finally, iffhas SLC butg only LC, thenf.g may have only LC (see 3.3). 
Comparing Newton’s inequality and SLC, we see that the former requires 
each quadratic factor ax2 + bx + c of a polynomial to satisfy b2 > 4ac, 
while for SLC b2 > ac is enough. 
CONJECTURE.~ All chromatic polynomials have SLC. 
In the light of Theorem 1, it suffices to prove SLC for connected graphs. 
It is trivially true for trees, cycles, and complete graphs; also for any 
1 Verified for graphs of up to 7 points. 
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amalgam of these formed inductively according to the rule [4, Theorem 31: 
If the graph G consists of graphs H and H’, intersecting in a complete 
graph K, then MG(x) = MH(x) . MH,(x)/MK(x). In part 3 we give a method 
which should help to show SLC holds in some cases. It depends on 
THEOREM 2. Zf the polynomial f(x) with positive coejj’icients has 
SLC(LC), then so does f (x + t) for every positive integer t. 
Examples show the condition of positive coefficients is necessary in 
general, but for alternating coefficients there is an easy corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf the polynomial f(x) with alternating coejicients has 
SLC(LC), then so does f (x - t) for every positive integer t. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in part 2. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Let a, ,..., a,,, be a sequence of positive terms with SLC. If i $2 j, we will 
say the product aiaj has weight w = i + ,j and height h = i. Then (2) 
implies for each w the chain of inequalities 
aoaw < ala,,,-, < e.0, (3) 
in which each term is less than any other of greater height. In the LC case 
we have correspondingly 
a,a, < ala,-, .< ..a . (3’) 
Notice we can compare terms only if they have the same weight. If u’ is 
even, write w = 2m, then the chains end in a,?; otherwise w = 2~2 + I, 
and they end in a,rla7ri+, . A useful device will be to extend an LC sequence 
forwards and backwards by zero terms, which we can trivially include in 
the inequality chain (3’). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Write g(x) = b, + b,x + ... + b,x”, all b, posi- 
tive, and suppose it has LC. The theorem is trivial if f or g has only one 
term, so assume both have at least two terms. We show first that for any 
sequence a, , a1 ,..., a,.+, of nonnegative terms satisfying (3’), we have 
(&a, -:~ ... +- b,a,)” - (b,u, + ... + b,u,-,)(b,a, + ... + b,u,,+l) 3 0. 
(4) 
This will imply LC for each triple of successive coefficients in g.J 
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For convenience in what follows, weight and height will refer to products 
of the ai , with products of the bi considered as coefficients of these (albeit, 
with the LC property). The terms in (4) have weights 2 to 2p inclusive. 
Extending the two sequences by zeros, we may write the sum of terms of 
weight w as C hiaiaWpi (0 < i < m), where hi = 2bib,-i - b~-lb,-i+l - 
bi+lb,-i-l (0 < i < m - I), h, = bm2 - b,-lb,+l (w even), or b,b,+l - 
b,-lb,+z (w odd), with the provisos bi = 0 if i < 1 or i > p and ai = 0 if 
i<Oori>p+ 1. 
Now, since aoaw < ala,-, (3’) and h, = -b,b,_, < 0, we have 
h,a,a, 3 hoalawdl , and so 
hOaOatu +- hlalazL.-l 3 (ho + h,) ala,-, 
= (b,b,-, - b,b,-J alaW- . 
Similarly, h, + h, < 0 by (3’) for the bi leads to 
i hiaia,-i 3 (b,b,-z - b3bW+) a2aWW2 .
i=O 
Continuing this, we find the sum from i = 0 to ITI - 1 is greater than or 
equal to the negative of the last term (whether w  is even or odd). Hence the 
whole sum is nonnegative, and Theorem 1 is proved in the LC case. 
Suppose now that f and g have SLC. Amongst the ai there is a consecu- 
tive pair of positive terms a,-, , a, (r 2 l), so we have both br2 > br-lb,+l 
and ayZ > a,-,a,+, . Considering the terms of weight 2r, we have 
r-1 
1 hiaiazr-i 3 (brdr+l - b,2) ar-lar+l 
i=O 
> (b,-lb,+l - br2) ar2, 
which gives strict inequality in (4). This is sufficient to establish Theorem 1 
in the SLC case. Hence the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly it suffices to prove the theorem in case 
t = 1, which we do by induction on the degree of f(x). The result is trivial 
for degree <3, so assume it holds for degree n - 1 (n 3 3) and letfbe a 
polynomial of degree IZ with positive coefficients and SLC. Writingf(x) as 
x(a,x+l + an-lx+2 + ... + a,x + a,) + a, , 
we havef(x + 1) = (x + l)(b,-,xn-l + bn-2xn-2 + a.. + b,x + b,) + a,, 
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say, where the bi have SLC by the inductive hypothesis. Then, by 
Theorem 1, (x + 1) C bixi has SLC and it remains to show 
(b, + b,,)” - (b, + a,)(b, + b,) :> 0. (5) 
Rather than using SLC of the bi at this point, we substitute for the bi in 
terms of the ai (otherwise too much information is lost). When this is done, 
the left side of (5) may be conveniently expressed as 
(Z jai)’ - (C ai)@ (Jj ) ai) , 
where i runs from 0 to IZ in each sum, implying that some terms are zero. 
The nonzero terms in the expansion of this have weights 2 to 24 inclusive. 
We show first that, for 2 < w < n, the terms of weight w have positive 
sum. The same then follows for n < w < 2n, if we consider the ai extended 
by zero terms a,,, ,..., azn. For w = 2m or 2m + 1 the sum of terms of 
weight w is C giUiaw:-i (0 :g i < m), where 
gi = 2i(M’ - i) - ( f ) - (‘,’ ; j) (0 < i < 111 - I), 
g,, = m(m + 2) (w odd), or am(m + 1) (w even). 
Now g(i) = gi is a quadratic function of i, with g(0) = g(w) = -(t), 
g(&w) = w(w + 2)/4; so as i increases from 0 to m (w fixed) the gi are 
first negative (with possibly one zero) then positive. On summing, we find 
go + g1+ ... + g, = 0. This is all we need, for suppose gi < 0 for 
O~i~ssmandg,>Ofors<i~m.Then,usingSLCoftheai,we 
have goagw + g,a,a,-, > (g,, + gl) ~~a,-~ , and so on, up to 
i. giaiki 2 (8, --k ... -t sJ a,a,,-, . 
On the other hand, 
Thus, the sum of terms of weight w is strictly greater than 
(8” f ... + g,,) as,-, , 
which is equal to zero. This completes the inductive step and hence the 
proof of Theorem 2 for the SLC case. The LC case is similar, except that 
the strong inequalities become weak ones. 
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3. SOME INSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLES 
Letf,(x) = 1 + x + *** + xt. These polynomials, for positive integral 
t, are a sort of limiting case of LC. Their coefficients ai satisfy s(i) = 
ai - aiPlai+l = 0, but they can be made SLC by arbitrarily small 
rational perturbations-simply replace each ai by ai + i[N, for suitably 
large N independent of i. Hence we may expect theft to be useful as test 
functions for conjectures concerning SLC and LC. Some remarks follow. 
3.1. The fact that (by Theorem 1) any product of theft has LC is 
equivalent to a result of I. Anderson [I]. 
3.2. One obvious study is to consider strength of SLC of polynomials 
in terms of the values s(i) and to ask how these increase under multiplica- 
tion of polynomials. However the usefulness of this must be limited since, 
for example, f: has SLC although each s(i) in ft is zero. 
3.3. The example (fi2) . f4 shows that in general, iff has SLC while g 
has only LC, then f + g may have only LC. This raises the question: Which 
polynomialsf(f, , f2 ,..., fJ have SLC as polynomials in x? 
3.4. Although ft has only LC, ft(l + x) = ((1 + ~)~-l-l - 1)/x has 
SLC. In fact for f = 2 $ x + x2, f has not even LC, while f(1 + x) has 
SLC. 
We give now, because it seems instructive, the example which suggested 
Theorem 2, including the stages by which M,(x) was related to f(1 + x) 
for a certain polynomialf. G is a graph with k lines, n points, and exactly 
pi circuits of length Li + 1, for each integer i with 1 < i < d, where 
d > 0, Li 3 2. Write p = C pi , the total number of circuits, and suppose 
no two circuits intersect (actually, this condition can be relaxed somewhat). 
We have from [2], in terms of the present notation 
M,(x) = X~-~ 5 (-l)“-’ brxr, 
v=p 
with 
where the sum is over all d-tuples (li) of integers, with 0 < Zi <pi for 
each i, and 0 < I = C Ii < p. 
Clearly SLC is true of MG(x) if and only if it is true of NC(x) = xf+, b,xr. 
Now, if Z denotes the set of all integers, the set of functions from Z to Z 
is itself a Z-module under “pointwise” addition and multiplication. In 
the ring of linear operators on this module, denote the identity by I and 
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define an operator E by (E/z)(a) = h(a + l), where h is a function and a 
an integer. Clearly any two polynomials in E commute. Let s, t be non- 
negative integers and consider the function h defined by h(a) = (F). 
Corresponding to (E%)(O) = h(s) we write E”(f) = ($, and so on. By 
observing that this is precisely the coefficient of xt in (1 + x)“, we obtain 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. If  ct = P(E)- (:)f or every nonnegative irlteger t, arld 
P is a polynomial, then Et ctxt = P( 1 + x). 
By noting that (f) - 2(k;‘) + (“>‘“) = (I - EL)” . Ek(y) we see that 6, 
is a generalization of this, and in fact (6) gives, for p :< r < k, 
b, = (Ifi (I - .E+)D.j E” ( ; j. 
i=l 
Since k’ = k - CpiLi is at least p, the above is a polynomial in E. It 
gives b, = 0 for r > k. If for the moment we define b, by (7) for 0 < r < p, 
Proposition 1 yields, with some rearrangement: 
Hence (7) implies b, = 0 for 0 .< r <p, and N,(x) is given by (8), which 
has LC by Theorem 2 plus 3.1. This suggests the usefulness of Theorem 2, 
though once Theorem 1 is available the stronger SLC follows at once, by 
3.4. 
In conclusion, we observe that the possibility of relating M,(x) to 
f(x + 1) traces to the way x - 1 occurs in the chromatic polynomials 
of trees and cycles, and the fact that G is an amalgam as described in part 1. 
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